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This project is about basic musical instruments being accessible for all.   My idea evolves around the instruments 

being made from everyday items cheaply, playing them to a basic level for fun, and to pique interest to experiment 

with music and imagination rather than at a professional standard for public performance or assessment.   This way 

adults and children are able to bond over the making of the instruments as well as the discovery of playing them, 

and learning about rhythms to hopefully play other instruments and enjoy music.    The instruments I am looking at 

will be basic in manufacture and of a percussive nature.   I will also be looking at a group instrument, where 

individual components are made, each to a different specific pitch, so when played together a tune can be held.  

For inspiration I studied the internet and books for homemade instruments.   These mostly fell into two categories; 1 

– very easy instruments for small children.  2 – More complicated instruments, needing tools, time and a little skill.   I 

ideally wanted something in-between, by combining what I had found and experimentation I had a rough idea of 

what was possible in a short amount of time.   A few options I tried but dismissed were; cardboard tube didgeridoo, 

the sound was dead and of little resonance, more of a gimmick and decoration exercise than any practical use – I 

could use plastic pipe, but this was harder to get hold of cheaply in bulk.    I tried drinking straw ‘panpipes’ but these 

were too quiet.  

My original plan was to make a few instruments and play rhythmic games with children.    I reached out to family and 

friends who taught children, asking their opinion on what I was proposing and what ages they thought would be 

most interested and have the ability to form musical patterns, the general consensus was 5 years plus and between 

1-2 hours.   From there I approached local schools and centres who offered after school clubs.   Even though there 

was the interest, it was not practical for them to purchase a comprehensive DBS check (I could only get a basic one 

myself) for a one off project.   So I approached Haverhill Library, I knew they ran projects and thought they might be 

interested.    Once I had pitched my idea, they were very keen, they also asked if I would come in and run this with 

their ‘Top Time’ group (weekly social for older people), furthermore they wanted to hear my experience of attending 

University as a mature student.   We confirmed 11th March with the ‘Top Time’ group (approx. 20 people) for 1 hour, 

and 28th March with children (approx. 12 people) for 2 hours, Appendix 1a and 1b. 

I searched the internet for rhythmic patterns and ideas of games to play, I found various ‘body percussion’ pieces 

which I adapted.  As I am not a drummer, I looked at djembe drumming rhythms, styles and sounds (bass, tone, and 

slap) which again I adapted and incorporated in my lesson plans.  

A major part of this project was to source materials cheaply and easily.    I needed a lot of materials to cover both 

groups, which I knew I would have trouble generating myself.   Therefore, I approached various companies who I 

identified as having materials they would throw away which I could re-use, they were very generous and happy to 

help Appendix 1c.    

On the 11th March, I ran the ‘Top Time’ group workshop at Haverhill Library.  I introduced myself, and told them 

about my University experience as a mature student, and how I planned to use my degree and experiences in the 

future.    I then explained we would make a simple drum out of household objects and would be experimenting with 

rhythms.   I went on to say how I wanted us to rediscover our imagination experimenting with sounds and rhythms.    

We get to a stage growing up where most people stop, and music is usually only then played by professionals or 

those who play to good standard.   This could be down to not having the opportunities at school or home, or just not 

finding an instrument you are good at, either way we stop just playing for the fun of it.    I wanted to see if we could 

re-kindle that, and make music playing accessible for all.    We only had an hour, so I decided that a simple drum was 

our best option, and not to decorate them.  Everyone had the materials to make something a little different, we 

used: chocolate tins, plastic and cardboard food containers for the body, and either balloons or plastic bags (pulled 

taut) for the skins.  I showed that by added a handful of rice you could make a basic snare drum effect, some 

adapted further by adding pens, pennies and bells.    



Once we had our drums, I showed them the different sounds you could make.    When they had got used to their 

sounds, I started to work through the lesson plan Appendix 2a,  we started by playing a few games – ‘Copy a Rhythm’ 

starting with me playing a short rhythm then they all copied, we did a few of these and they went well Appendix 2c.  

We progressed to ‘Pass a Pattern’ this was supposed to be where I started a rhythm then the person to my left 

copied it – the rhythm went round the circle each person listening to the person on their right, after it had passed 

five people, I sent another rhythm.  I was hoping for a few rhythms at the same time, but they weren’t very good at 

listening to the next rhythm, and made up their own or just stopped – it became a game of Chinese whispers, but 

that was ok, they enjoyed it and it was interesting to see what we ended up with.     

I tried splitting the group in two, each side playing a simple rhythm, this did not go well, most of them ended up 

playing the same rhythm, I had hoped to split the group into four, but this proved to be a bit too much at this stage, 

maybe if we had longer with more listening this might have been achievable. 

They did enjoy the ‘Improve – Freestyle’, we started with a basic rhythm and as they grew more confident some 

changed their rhythm – we had a window where this got quite exciting.  

Improvising on the day, we decided to drum along to the Birdie Song Appendix 3 – this gave a sense of enjoyment, I 

think this was because they could recognise the tune and felt more comfortable playing along.   As enjoyable as the 

rhythmic games were, I thought they needed something they knew to keep their interest, if I lost them I would have 

struggled to get them back.  

As a fun way to end the session, I brought the ‘balloon bassoons’.  I hoped to show them how by playing one note 

each and working together they could create a tune.  

A ‘balloon bassoon’ is a tube, with a balloon stretched over one end attached to a straw mouthpiece, I made a set of 

these Appendix 4a and 4b.    

I showed them how to play them, then attempted to conduct ‘London’s Burning’ by pointing to the appropriate 

‘bassoon’ player.    They thought they were great fun, but found them a little difficult to play, so strange or sometime 

no notes at all came out, more time was needed.   I had been a little ambitious when choosing my pieces, I had 

arranged a few trickier pieces, but we never made it past ‘London’s Burning’ Appendix 5a and 5b.  

Unfortunately on the 17th March, Audrey advised me, due to the government advice regarding coronavirus, that the 

children’s workshop would be cancelled on the 28th March.   I had planned on comparing the two workshops, but 

this would not now be possible. 

With the children I would have had two hours, and had planned on making three instruments each; a rainstick, a 

small drum and a set of maracas Appendix 6a.  For approximately 45 minutes we would make and decorate these 

instruments, we would have then learnt rhythms Appendix 7a and played games from the lesson plan Appendix 8.    

Some of the children would then play a rhythm on drums whilst others played their rainsticks and maracas.   I would 

again bring the balloon bassoons and we would have tried to play a few tunes, they are unusual and make sounds 

which I think the children would have found interesting and funny, I their interest I picked tunes the children would 

know.   Learning from the adult group, I allocated more time for this.  

Audrey (library contact) confirmed they would have arranged for parents’ consent forms to allow photographic 

evidence.   Audrey would have been there to help on the day, this way I did not need a DBS check. 

The feedback I had from the ‘Top Time’ group, was very positive, they enjoyed playing and found it entertaining, a 

lady said it gave her a “sense of freedom”, some said they would bring their instruments back and play again, and 

others said it gave them something to make with their grandchildren.  It was a good exercise in listening, and was 

interesting to see how they could remember short rhythms and concentrate.  I found that with the adults, they 

became easily distracted if there was too much going on, with further practice I believe they would get used to 

listening to their rhythms rather than trying to copy rhythms from someone else, they need to be aware of them, but 

not play them.   It reminded me how hard it can be to an untrained ear to listen to one rhythm but play another.  

I think the children, may have been more focused on playing the drums and picking up rhythms, the same with the 

‘balloon bassoons’ as I believe they may have wanted the challenge of making a tune they could recognise, and the 

competition between them may have pushed the tune along to a recognisable speed.  



The ‘balloon bassoons’ have been very popular, they were originally something I would have thrown away after 

these workshops, but I may over time, make more.    They have an unusual sound and with a little practice a group of 

musicians and non-musicians side by side could play a recognisable tune, people find it very appealing to be involved 

in something where they are on the same level as their peers.  

 


